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1/2 BBL: $179 | SLIM KEG: $89.50 | CASE: $39

Hey Locals, When Are You From Austin?

Have you ever struggled to answer when you're asked where you are 
"from?" Were you born here? Have you lived here 5, 10, 20 years? Has 
someone boldly claimed, "You're not from here if you weren't born 
here?" So, when did you get to start saying you're from Austin?

It's probably fair to say there's no true answer to these questions. 
Perhaps it's less an inherent property of someone and more of 
something you identify with. As we at Blue Owl Brewing define who 
"Bob" is, we know one thing is true -- these non-sour beers are 
designed for locals. Bob's Amber (full name What About Bob's Don't 
Hassle Me I'm Local Amber) is an easy-drinking, balanced amber that 
works any day, any time, anywhere. So whether you're from Austin or 
just want to say you're a local looking for a beer...What About Bob's?

6.5% 30

  Transcending occasions and locations, enjoy these bright citrus 
Cascade hops that mingle effortlessly with lightly roasted malts. A distinctive clean 
character, courtesy of the Lutra Kviek strain, allows the slightly sweet caramel malts 
to shine.

1/2 BBL: $155 | SLIM KEG: $75 | CASE: $33.50

5.5% 32

“You always look so cool,” she repeated.

Introducing our next non-sour, Bob’s Great Porter. Not a colossal 
vitality of your illusion but a porter that you’ll love, and that’s the 
beginning and end of everything.

Like a large party, it’s so intimate and robust. With roasted malt flavor 
that will put a smile on your face. One of those rare smiles with a 
quality of eternal reassurance in it, that you may come across four or 
five times in a life. Like a green light across the bay, let Bob's Great 
Porter guide you toward a winter full of hope and abundance.

 Rich amber malt that's balanced with a clean, inviting finish.
4.0% 10

When you're ready for a cold one, Bob’s got you!

Crack open Bob’s Cold One, a crisp rice lager, briskly made with Lutra 
Kveik yeast. Bright, clean, and light, each sip is as brisk as the first jump 
into Barton Springs on a hot Texas day. Guaranteed to leave you 
refreshed and with a low abv of 4%, this lager covers what Bob calls, 
"the three-ables” - Crushable, Shotgunable, Sessionable, making this 
thirst-quencher your new fridge staple.

Bob's Cold One is best served ice cold and enjoyed amongst friends.

Bright, clean, light, and brisk!

1/2 BBL: $135 | SLIM KEG: $68 | CASE: $27
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